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It is well known that the vacuum state of a quantum field is spatially entangled. This is true in both free and
confined spaces, for example, in an optical cavity. The obvious consequence of this, however, is surprising
and intuitively challenging: namely, that in a mathematical sense, half of an empty cavity is not empty.
Formally this is clear, but what does this physically mean in terms of, say, measurements that can actually be
made? In this paper we utilize a local quantization procedure along with the tools of Gaussian quantum
mechanics to characterize the particle content in the reduced state of a subregion within a cavity and expose
the spatial profile of its entanglementwith the opposite region.We then go on to discuss a thought experiment
in which a mirror is very quickly introduced between the regions. In so doing we expose a simple and
physically concrete answer to the above question: the real excitations created by slamming down the mirror
are mathematically equivalent to those previously attributed to the reduced states of the subregions.
Performing such an experiment in the laboratory may be an excellent method of verifying vacuum
entanglement, and we conclude by discussing different possibilities of achieving this aim.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.016005 PACS numbers: 03.67.Bg, 03.70.+k, 11.10.-z
I. INTRODUCTION
The elementary excitations of quantum field theory are
countable, a crucial feature for making it able to deal with
the physics of elementary particles. These are described by
operators which carry information about the energy
momentum that these excitations take or give to the field.
The ground state of the field, from which no quanta can be
removed, thus becomes the vacuum, whose excitations
describe the states with one or more particles with well-
defined momenta. This positive energy Fock quantization
provides simple global operators for the field as a whole.
Theoretically, the total number of particles carried by any
specified configuration is easy to address. However, the
construction lacks appropriate tools to inquire on the local
properties of the field. For instance, a question as simple as
“where is this particle?” is difficult to address if not by
indirect means due to the lack of a local particle number
operator. The problem is that this construction does not
admit states that assign zero probabilities outside bounded
regions of space. In short, powerful as it is, this positive
energy representation provides only a feeble scaffolding for
digging into issues pertaining to the localization of quanta.
Here we will use an alternative local Fock space repre-
sentation [1] that enables us to address these questions.
Directly as a result of the fact that the vacuum is defined
with respect to global operators, we also have that the
vacuum state is spatially entangled [2,3]. Much work has
been performed, using a variety of mathematical approaches
and models, to understand and characterize the properties of
this entanglement [4]. In addition, it has been proposed that
this entanglement may be “harvested” (i.e. swapped) to an
auxiliary quantum system without the need for causal
interaction [5–9], which may then be used for quantum
informational procedures. The existence of spatial entan-
glement is similarly present in condensed matter and lattice
systems [10,11], being a generic property of extended
systems with local interactions, of which a quantum field
is simply a continuum limit. While in such systems
experimental proposals have been put forth for the verifi-
cation of vacuum entanglement (e.g. a pair of trapped ions
[12]), to the authors’ knowledge no feasible, concrete
proposal has yet been suggested for its verification in a
true, relativistic, quantum field (e.g. the photon field).
One immediate consequence of vacuum entanglement is
that, due to the vacuum being a pure state, the reduced state
over any local region in space must necessarily be mixed
and thus excited. Relativistic quantum phenomena involv-
ing the observer dependence of particle number, such as the
Unruh and Hawking effects, are often attributed to this [13].
Moreover, vacuum entanglement occurs also in enclosed
systems, such as an optical cavity or a superconducting
circuit. This introduces a conceptually challenging fact: at
least formally, half of an empty box is not empty. This is a
mathematical result which alone gives us little intuition
about actual physical consequences. Under what opera-
tional conditions does this phenomenon present itself; what
physically sensible measurements (in general) can be made
to give this mathematical fact experimental significance?
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If an experimentalist has such an empty cavity, then what
can he do to detect photons in, say, the left half of the cavity
(that supposedly contains many)? The answer, as will be
explained, is to very quickly introduce a physical boundary
(in this case a mirror) between the two sides of the cavity,
thus blocking off any influence from the right-hand side
while the experimentalist measures the left-hand side. Of
course, quickly introducing a boundary (i.e. quickly modi-
fying the Hamiltonian) produces particles similar to what
occurs in the dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) [14], which
has recently been experimentally observed [15].
The key observation of this paper is that these real
excitations, created by slamming down the mirror, are
mathematically equivalent to the local particles attributed to
the subregions prior to the introduction of the mirror. This
is what it operationally means for half of an empty box to
be nonempty. In addition to giving a satisfying interpre-
tation to the question of local particle content, this
realization also suggests a simple experimental setup that
can be used to reveal, measure, and perhaps even utilize
vacuum entanglement.
In this paper we consider both massive and massless
scalar fields in a one-dimensional cavity with Dirichlet
boundary conditions (i.e. mirrors on the ends). We perform
several tasks. We begin by discussing the difficulties that
appear when we intend to measure local vacuum excita-
tions and the different scenarios that could allow us to
circumvent them. We will be using the formalism of local
quantization introduced in [1], which allows us to charac-
terize the reduced state of a subregion in the cavity and
study its local properties formally. We will utilize Gaussian
quantum mechanics [16] in order to easily compute and
characterize the reduced states of subcavity regions and the
correlations between them, explaining how this equiva-
lently describes the physics of slamming mirror(s) into the
cavity. We will discuss and analyze the spatial structure of
entanglement between regions, similar to what has been
done in [17] for lattice systems.
We will move on to consider what occurs if a mirror is
very quickly introduced into the cavity, discussing the time
evolution of the system after this occurs and observing
what one would expect: a burst of particles propagating
away from it. These excitations, however, are mathemati-
cally one and the same with those previously attributed to
vacuum entanglement in the local analysis (the only
difference is that now they evolve according to a different
Hamiltonian). Equivalently, the real excitations produced in
the left and right-hand sides are quantum entangled. We
later consider the case in which two mirrors are simulta-
neously introduced, some distance apart. In this case the
particles produced in the left and right-hand sides (but
ignoring the middle section) can similarly be entangled,
despite no common mirror between them. This is possible
because, as follows from the main point of our paper, the
entanglement is simply that which was already present in
the vacuum prior to the introduction of the mirror.
Lastly, we discuss the experimental feasibility of using
this scenario to verify vacuum entanglement using current
technologies. We note that introducing a mirror in fact
represents a very efficient means of harvesting the vacuum
entanglement, since afterwards you have two new cavities
that contain all of the entanglement (up to a UV cutoff
determined by how fast the mirror is introduced). This
entanglement could then be a resource for quantum
computational tasks. This method of harvesting could
potentially be much more promising than the usual pro-
posed method of locally interacting a pair of other quantum
systems (e.g. artificial atoms) with the field [8,18,19] since
this is severely limited by the interaction strength.
Throughout this paper we will work in natural units, such
that ℏ ¼ c ¼ kB ¼ 1.
II. HOW DOES ONE MEASURE THE VACUUM
EXCITATIONS IN A SUBREGION?
To begin, we need to ask ourselves in a general sensewhat
one must do in order to measure localized vacuum fluctua-
tions. What operational procedures can be implemented to
do this? Mathematically these fluctuations can arise when
tracing out a spatial region of a vacuum field. That is,
because there is entanglement between spatial regions, the
reduced state of such a region must necessarily be mixed
(and, therefore, excited). This thus motivates the idea that at
least one possible way of measuring these excitations is to
isolate oneself to only the subregion of interest. But this
means more than simply staying at a fixed location. As we
will show later in more detail, a stationary detector interact-
ing with a vacuum field only at a given point or region will
still register zero particle detection if it is allowed tomeasure
for a long enough time. Rather, isolating oneself to only a
subregion means losing causal contact with the outside;
information cannot be allowed to reach our observer from
outside the region of interest. Uniform acceleration, for
example, is one way of achieving this [13,20]. Another way
is for one to turn his detection device on for only a short time
Δt; doing this ensures that the detector is causally isolated
from any part of space more than a distance cΔt away from
it. Indeed switching on one’s detector fast enough does cause
spurious detection events [21,22]; however, it is question-
able if this can be fully attributed to vacuum excitations (i.e.
to entanglement) inside a cavity since formally the proba-
bility of detection limits to zero only as Δt → ∞, which is
clearly larger than the cavity length.
Are there any other ways to isolate oneself from outside
influence? Indeed, another option that gets the job done is
simply to erect a physical boundary. In the cavity scenario
this corresponds to placing a perfect mirror at the biparti-
tion boundary. Certainly, once such a mirror is installed, an
observer in the left side of the cavity will receive no
information from the right side. Would such an observer
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then be free to measure local vacuum excitations? How
could it be that such a setup suddenly allows the observer to
measure what he could not have beforehand? Furthermore,
one should be concerned about the fact that quickly placing
a mirror in the middle of the cavity is expected to create real
particle excitations, similar to what occurs in the dynamical
Casimir effect (DCE) [14,15]. That is, by rapidly changing
(in this case, introducing) a boundary condition, we are
rapidly modifying the Hamiltonian of the system. This will
create real excitations in the field that will propagate away
from the mirror upon being introduced, and an observer
located on one side of this mirror will detect these
excitations. Will these particles interfere with the observer’s
ability to detect the local vacuum excitations that are
associated with entanglement between regions?
The answer, as wewill elaborate, is that a detection of the
mirror-created particles is exactly a detection of the local
entanglement excitations. This scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
III. FORMULATION AND SETTING
The first purpose of this section is to present a math-
ematical framework for the computation and analysis of
global cavity states using a local formalism. We will start
describing the quantum states in the cavity by introducing a
bipartition of it into two subregions, precisely those in
which the cavity will eventually be separated by the
introduction of a slamming mirror at some instant of time.
Later on, in the second part of this section, we will use this
formalism to study the physical scenario where a mirror is
abruptly introduced in the middle of the cavity.
A. Local mathematical analysis: Local vs global modes
Here we will briefly introduce the field-theoretic for-
malism required for our analysis [1,13].
The aim is to spell out what can be ascertained about the
physics of a nonlocalized state spanning the whole cavity,
as is the case of the quantum vacuum and generic cavity
states, by using localizing mathematical tools. We do not
yet introduce a mirror in the middle of the cavity. We will
postpone this to the next subsection, once the present goal
is achieved.
Let us consider a quantum scalar field ϕˆðx; tÞ of mass μ
within a cavity of length R, such that x ∈ ½0; R.
Specifically, we will consider a cavity with Dirichlet (i.e.
mirror) boundary conditions, as would be the case in a
physical optical cavity, for example. The field is thus
constrained to satisfy ϕˆð0; tÞ ¼ ϕˆðR; tÞ ¼ 0.
Our field can be expanded in the standard form:
ϕˆðx; tÞ ¼
X∞
m¼1
ðfmðx; tÞbˆm þ fmðx; tÞbˆ†mÞ: ð1Þ
Here, the set of chosen mode functions ffng are required to
satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation ð□þ μ2Þfðx; tÞ ¼ 0 as
well as the correct boundary conditions. In addition, they
must form a complete and orthonormal set with respect to
the Klein-Gordon inner product [13]. Aside from these
constraints the choice is arbitrary. Making such a choice is
equivalent to a choice of Fock basis, for which the operators
fbˆn; bˆ†ng are the corresponding ladder operators.
The standard choice for a Dirichlet cavity, which we will
refer to as the global modes Un, are given by
Unðx; tÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RΩn
p sin

πnx
R

e−iΩnt ¼ UnðxÞe−iΩnt; ð2Þ
where Ω2n ¼ π2n2R2 þ μ2 is the frequency of mode n. This
choice is convenient because the corresponding Fock states
are energy eigenstates of the free-field regularized
Hamiltonian (which we will also call the global
Hamiltonian)
HˆG ¼
X∞
n¼1
ΩnAˆ†nAˆn; ð3Þ
where here fAˆn; Aˆ†ng are the ladder operators corresponding
to the global modes. A state of principal importance for
us is the global vacuum state j0Gi, defined to satisfy
Aˆnj0Gi ¼ 0 for all n. This is the state of lowest energy with
respect to HˆG, and is said to be the state of zero particles,
because no quanta can be removed from it; i.e., a cavity in
this state is empty (although not from a local point of view
as we discuss later).
While the field decomposition into the global modes is
often the most convenient and physically relevant choice,
we can also consider a decomposition into a mode basis
better suited to study the local physics of a subregion inside
the cavity. Say that we decompose our cavity into two
regions, one that runs within x ∈ ½0; r (the left side) and the
other within x ∈ ½r; R (the right side). The lengths of these
two sides are thus r and r¯≡ R − r, and we can define a new
set of modes fumðx; tÞg and fu¯mðx; tÞg for the left and right
sides, respectively. The obvious way of doing this is to
define these modes to have support at a certain time t ¼ 0
only over their corresponding subregions. As pointed out in
[1], however, one must be careful that the new basis modes
still satisfy the correct boundary conditions of the cavity
(and, in particular, not extra ones). This requirement
immediately implies that if, say, the set fumg are supported
only in the left region at t ¼ 0, then their support will
necessarily exceed this region for later times (um satisfies the
wave equation and we have not placed an extra boundary
condition between the two regions). This does not, however,
turn out to be a hindrance exploring local physics.
Since the global vacuum j0Gi is a stationary state it does
not matter at what time we examine its properties; we will
choose time t ¼ 0. The solution is then to simply define our
local modes to be appropriately compactly supported at this
instant. To this end, we will define our local modes umðx; tÞ
to have initial conditions
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umðx; 0Þ ¼
θðr − xÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rωm
p sin

πmx
r

;
_umðx; 0Þ ¼ −iωmumðx; 0Þ;
u¯mðx; 0Þ ¼
θðx − rÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r¯ω¯m
p sin

πmðx − rÞ
r¯

;
_¯umðx; 0Þ ¼ −iω¯mu¯mðx; 0Þ; ð4Þ
where ω2m ¼ π2m2r2 þ μ2 and ω¯2m ¼ π
2m2
r¯2 þ μ2. Given the
above initial conditions, the local modes will evolve
throughout the cavity according to the Klein-Gordon
equation. These modes satisfy the proper boundary con-
ditions and constitute a complete and orthonormal basis for
the whole cavity [1], and thus form a proper expansion of
the field. For our purposes in this section, however, we need
only consider the instant t ¼ 0 at which they are localized
to their respective sides of the cavity. Examining the global
vacuum in this basis, at this instant, allows us to fully
characterize the reduced state of the subregions and the
quantum correlations between them. The decomposition in
terms of local modes is depicted in Fig. 2.
Let us denote the local ladder operators associated with
the above modes as faˆm; aˆ†mg for the left side, and f ˆ¯am; ˆ¯a†mg
for the right. The reduced state at time t ¼ 0 of, say, the left
side of the cavity can then be represented with respect to the
Fock basis corresponding to faˆm; aˆ†mg. As extensively
discussed in [1], this provides a well-defined notion of
the reduced state within a localized region. Indeed it
is equivalent, up to a change of basis, to any other
well-formulated notion of spatial reduced state (for exam-
ple, by taking the continuum limit of a discretized lattice).
Solution sets to the Klein-Gordon equation are related by
a linear Bogoliubov transformation [13,23]. This means
that our local modes are related to the global modes via
some transformation of the form
umðx; tÞ ¼
X∞
n¼1
ðαmnUnðx; tÞ þ βmnUnðx; tÞÞ;
u¯mðx; tÞ ¼
X∞
n¼1
ðα¯mnUnðx; tÞ þ β¯mnUnðx; tÞÞ: ð5Þ
Equivalently, in terms of the annihilation operators (from
which the creation operators are trivially obtained) we have
aˆm ¼
X∞
n¼1
ðαmnAˆn − βmnAˆ†nÞ;
ˆ¯am ¼
X∞
n¼1
ðα¯mnAˆn − β¯mnAˆ†nÞ: ð6Þ
The Bogoliubov coefficients, which are time independent,
are computed via the Klein-Gordon inner products between
local and global modes. In our case, they evaluate to [1]
αmn ¼ ðUnjumÞ ¼ ðΩn þ ωmÞVmn; ð7Þ
βmn ¼ −ðUnjumÞ ¼ ðΩn − ωmÞVmn; ð8Þ
α¯mn ¼ ðUnju¯mÞ ¼ ðΩn þ ωmÞV¯mn; ð9Þ
β¯mn ¼ −ðUnju¯mÞ ¼ ðΩn − ωmÞV¯mn; ð10Þ
where
FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of the one-dimensional cavity
setting. We start (t < 0) considering a cavity in its vacuum state
j0iG. At some instant (t ¼ 0) we slam a mirror separating the
cavity into two regions. As explained in the text, the normal
modes in these separated subcavities correspond to the localized
modes of the cavity without mirror, which we will show suffice to
analize states, correlations and particle production after slamming
the mirror. The horizontal line corresponds to t ¼ 0, the diagonal
lines represent the light cone starting at the slamming event.
FIG. 2 (color online). The cavity for the cases studied in the
paper. The figures on the left correspond to the full cavity without
mirrors, the light dotted vertical bars indicating the border of the
regions chosen in Secs. III A and III C to study localization into
two (top) or three (bottom) spatial regions. The right figures show
the decomposition in terms of local modes at t ¼ 0 for both
settings.
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Vmn ¼
Z
R
0
dxUnðxÞumðx; 0Þ ð11Þ
¼
mπ
r ð−1Þmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RrΩnωm
p ðΩ2n − ω2mÞ
sin
nπr
R
; ð12Þ
V¯mn ¼
Z
R
0
dxUnðxÞu¯mðx; 0Þ ð13Þ
¼ −
mπ
r¯ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rr¯Ωnω¯m
p ðΩ2n − ω¯2mÞ
sin
nπr
R
: ð14Þ
The fact that the β coefficients are nonvanishing implies
that the global vacuum j0Gi is, in the local basis, an excited
state in the sense that aˆmj0Gi ≠ 0 and ˆ¯amj0Gi ≠ 0; i.e.,
local quanta can be removed from it, so in this picture the
vacuum cannot be considered to be empty. Indeed, the
reduced state of, say, the left side of the cavity, is a mixed
state. These local excitations, and the local mixedness, are
associated with the entanglement present between the two
sides of the cavity.
Lastly, as with any Bogoliubov transformation, the
above coefficients satisfy the necessary conditions [13],
X
k
ðαmkαnk − βmkβnkÞ ¼ δmn; ð15Þ
X
k
ðαmkβnk − βmkαnkÞ ¼ 0; ð16Þ
and similarly for the barred coefficients.
B. Slamming down a mirror
If we compute the vacuum expectation value of the local
number operators nˆm ¼ aˆ†mam and ˆ¯nm ¼ ˆ¯a†m ˆ¯am we find that
these are nonzero for the global vacuum state j0Gi,
indicating the presence of a bath of “local particles.”
While this observation is mathematically correct we must,
nevertheless, ask ourselves if any operational significance
can be attached to this theoretical notion of “local quanta.”
Can we somehow detect the presence of such local quanta
in the lab?
Taking as inspiration the discussion in Sec. II, we claim
that a generic (but perhaps not exhaustive) method of
achieving this is to informationally block the local region of
interest from the rest of the system. In a cavity-field system
this can be achieved by introducing a mirror, separating the
cavity into two new smaller ones. Indeed, as we will
discuss, such an operation does allow the detection and
characterization of local excitations. This is fundamentally
due to the fact that we identify a “real” (i.e. measurable)
particle to be an elementary excitation of a stationary field
mode. By the act of introducing the mirror, what were
nonstationary local modes of the full cavity translate into
stationary modes of the new small cavity, thus facilitating
the measurement of their excitations.
One may be concerned with the unique identification
of “a real particle” with “an elementary excitation of a
stationary mode.” In this work, however, we attempt to be
operationally unambiguous and connect as closely as
possible with the kinds of measurements that can actually
be achieved in the laboratory, necessitating long measure-
ment times as compared to the fundamental time scale of the
cavity. As a detection model let us consider an idealized,
pointlike, DeWitt monopole detector that remains at some
specific location x0. The following observation, however, is
valid for any choice of detector. The initial state of the
system is taken to be the j0Gi ⊗ jgi, where jgi is the ground
state of the detector. We will present two cases.
First, without slamming a mirror, we imagine adiabati-
cally switching on the coupling between field and detector.
The adiabatic theorem guarantees that if the system was
originally in the ground state of the noninteracting theory,
then the system at much later times will be found in the
interacting ground state.1 When we adiabatically switch off
the interaction, the combined system will then be found in
the noninteracting vacuum and thus will fail to detect the
presence of local quanta. This then immediately shows that
such a detector will not get excited. Such a procedure does
not detect particles when the global system is in its ground
state (thus allowing us to use the adiabatic theorem). It is
for this reason that we relate the particle notion with the free
stationary modes, which are the ones corresponding to the
free eigenstates.
If, on the other hand, we slam down a mirror and then
follow the same adiabatic detection procedure within one of
the subcavities then we will detect the presence of particles.
This is because the local modes, which are stationary after
the mirror is introduced, are excited. Critical to the message
of this paper is that the measurement statistics that will be
obtained from this procedure are equivalent to the local
virtual particle statistics (i.e. those corresponding to one
half of the box) obtained from the transformation presented
in Sec. III A, which simply describes the local physics of
the cavity and does not assume the introduction of a mirror.
Concretely, we consider what happens when we instan-
taneously introduce a mirror at x ¼ r and t ¼ 0; i.e., we
impose the Dirichlet boundary condition ϕðr; tÞ ¼ 0 for
t ≥ 0. Clearly the instantaneous assumption is not physi-
cally realistic; however, this turns out not to be a hindrance
in elucidating the most realistic, finite-time case. This will
be further discussed in Sec. V B. Given this scenario, it is
clear that the set of local modes with initial conditions (4),
which were nonstationary for t < 0 prior to the introduction
1The adiabatic theorem requires a gap between the vacuum
energy eigenvalue and other eigenvalues. This is guaranteed since
we are dealing with a cavity with a naturally infrared cutoff
defined by the size of the cavity R.
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of the mirror, will have a different evolution than before,
u0mðx; tÞ and u¯0mðx; tÞ, which for t ≥ 0 will correspond to
stationary modes, i.e.
u0mðx; tÞ ¼

umðx; tÞ when t ≤ 0
umðx; 0Þe−iωmt when t > 0 ð17Þ
u¯0mðx; tÞ ¼

u¯mðx; tÞ when t ≤ 0
u¯mðx; 0Þe−iω¯mt when t > 0 : ð18Þ
Please note that after this section we will only need to
consider the times t ≥ 0, and thus will abuse notation by
dropping the primes from the mode functions, meaning that
for t > 0 we will define umðx; tÞ ¼ umðx; 0Þe−iωmt.
Furthermore, and analogously, the corresponding global
modes U0mðx; tÞ would only be stationary modes for t < 0;
for t ≥ 0 these modes would be nonstationary.
Equivalently, the sudden introduction of the mirror trans-
lates mathematically into a time-dependent Hamiltonian;
i.e., we have
Hˆ ¼
8<
:
P
m
ΩmAˆ†mAˆm t < 0P
m
ωmaˆ
†
maˆm þ ω¯m ˆ¯a†m ˆ¯am t ≥ 0
: ð19Þ
Physically, the time dependence of the Hamiltonian will
cause particle creation similar to the dynamical Casimir
effect [14,15].
To determine exactly the amount of particle creation we
need to calculate the Bogoliubov coefficients between the
modesU0m and u0m and u¯0m. These are nothing but the Klein-
Gordon inner products αmn ¼ ðu0mjU0nÞ, βmn ¼ ðu0mjU0n Þ,
α¯mn ¼ ðu¯0mjU0nÞ, and β¯mn ¼ ðu¯0mjU0n Þ, which we can con-
veniently evaluate at time t ¼ 0. Importantly, due to the
specific choice of initial data at t ¼ 0 these Bogoliubov
coefficients necessarily coincides with those of the previous
section, i.e. Eq. (7). This means that the particle content
generated by the mirror is exactly equivalent to the local
particle content ða†mam; a¯†ma¯mÞ before the mirror is intro-
duced, i.e. the particle content that is associated with
entanglement between the two sides of the cavity. Thus,
although the sudden introduction of a mirror is usually
understood as causing particle creation, it is at the same
time an operation that does not change the local particle
number of the state. The difference now being that these
particle contents are associated with stationary modes,
meaning that they can be measured using standard tech-
niques of quantum optics.
Moreover, it is not just the particle content, but the state
in general that does not change. That is, all particle statistics
and correlations (including entanglement) are unchanged
by the action of slamming the mirror. Slamming the mirror
does, of course, change the time evolution of the system.
For t < 0 the system is time independent, the global
vacuum state being stationary with respect to the global
Hamiltonian, whereas for t > 0 the change of Hamiltonian
will cause time evolution (e.g. particles propagating away
from the mirror). The key observation, however, is that this
difference in evolution is fully encompassed by the differ-
ence in spatial evolution of the mode functions themselves
and not by any changes in particle content or correlations
between them.
C. Three spatial regions
Before continuing we would also like to describe the
case in which the cavity is split into three spatial regions,
rather than only two. This will prove useful later when we
discuss the operational implications of slamming down
mirrors and the possible experimental verification of
vacuum entanglement. Note that the extension to any
number of regions follows analogously.
Let us proceed by considering a division of our cavity
into three sections ΔA ¼ ½A0; B0, ΔB ¼ ½B0; C0, and
ΔC ¼ ½C0; R with sizes A, B and C, respectively. Let us
define
ΠZðxÞ ¼

1 ∶ x ∈ ΔZ
0 ∶ x∉ΔZ ;
and set
A0 ¼ 0; B0 ¼ A; C0 ¼ Aþ B; R ¼ Aþ Bþ C:
ð20Þ
We can build the local modes for these three regions
uZl ðx; tÞ by demanding that
uZl ðx; 0Þ ¼
ΠZðxÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ZωZl
p sin lπðx − Z0Þ
Z
; ð21Þ
_uZl ðx; 0Þ ¼ −iωZl uZl ðx; 0Þ; ð22Þ
with
ωZl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mπ
Z

2
þ μ2
s
; Z ¼ A; B;C:
The new Bogoliubov transformation, analogous to
Eq. (5), is
uZm ¼
X
n
αZmnUn þ βZmnUn; Z ¼ A; B;C; ð23Þ
where
αZmn ¼ ðUnjuZmÞ ¼ ðΩn þ ωZmÞVZmn; ð24Þ
βZmn ¼ −ðUnjuZmÞ ¼ ðΩn − ωZmÞVZmn; ð25Þ
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and
VAmn ¼
Z
A
0
dx UnðxÞuAmðx; 0Þ
¼
mπ
A ð−1Þmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RAΩnωAm
p
ðΩ2n − ωA2m Þ
sin
nπA
R
; ð26Þ
VBmn ¼
Z
AþB
A
dx UnðxÞuBmðx; 0Þ
¼
mπ
B ½ð−1Þm sinðnπðAþBÞR Þ − sinðnπAR Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RBΩnωBm
p
ðΩ2n − ωB2m Þ
; ð27Þ
VCmn ¼
Z
R
AþB
dxUnðxÞuCmðx; 0Þ
¼ −
mπ
Cﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RCΩnωCm
p
ðΩ2n − ωC2m Þ
sin
nπðAþ BÞ
R
: ð28Þ
Transforming to this mode basis allows us to describe the
local physics of, and the correlations between, these three
regions. Similar to the scenario discussed in Sec. III B, the
mode basis described here can be used to describe the
process of slamming down two mirrors simultaneously,
thereby splitting the cavity into three regions. Exactly the
same physics applies in this case, and we will thus not
reiterate the material of Sec. III B.
IV. COMPUTING THE STATE
In this section we will focus on obtaining a local
description of the global vacuum state.2 This includes
the evaluation of the reduced field state of a subregion
of a cavity, and a description of the vacuum entanglement
between regions of the cavity. We rely on the formalism of
Gaussian quantum mechanics [16] for our exposition. The
unfamiliar reader is encouraged to read Appendix A, which
outlines the concepts of Gaussian quantum mechanics that
are necessary to understand the main text. A key point to
keep in mind, as discussed in the previous section, is that
the Bogoliubov transformation (and thus the resulting state)
is the same whether we consider this to be with or without
the introduction of the mirror. As discussed further in
Sec. VA, the covariance matrix that we compute (i.e. the
state) describes both cases equally well.
A. The state of two regions
We will start by computing the form of the global
vacuum upon transforming to the local-mode basis, in
the case that we split the cavity into two regions. Let us
define the canonically conjugate quadrature operators for
the field modes, both global and local. Letting fAˆn; Aˆ†ng be
the ladder operators for the global modes, we define the
corresponding quadrature operators as
Qˆn ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðAˆn þ Aˆ†nÞ; Pˆn ¼
iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðAˆ†n − AˆnÞ: ð29Þ
Similarly, for the ladder operators faˆm; aˆ†mg and f ˆ¯am; ˆ¯a†mg
of the local modes, we have
qˆm ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðaˆm þ aˆ†mÞ; pˆm ¼
iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðaˆ†m − aˆmÞ;
ˆ¯qm ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð ¯ˆam þ ˆ¯a†mÞ; ˆ¯pm ¼
iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð ˆ¯a†m − ˆ¯amÞ: ð30Þ
For notational convenience let us define the phase-space
vectors Xˆ¼ðQˆ1;Pˆ1;Qˆ2;Pˆ2;…ÞT , xˆ ¼ ðqˆ1; pˆ1; qˆ2; qˆ2;…ÞT ,
and ^¯x ¼ ð ˆ¯q1; ˆ¯p1; ˆ¯q2; ˆ¯p2;…ÞT .
Within this representation it is straightforward to see that
the Bogoliubov transformation from global to local modes,
as given in Eq. (6), is given by the matrix transformations
xˆ ¼ SXˆ; ^¯x ¼ S¯ Xˆ; ð31Þ
where the matrix S takes the block form
S ¼
0
BB@
S11 S12   
S21 S22   
..
. ..
. . .
.
1
CCA; ð32Þ
with
Smn ¼

Reðαmn − βmnÞ Imðαmn þ βmnÞ
−Imðαmn − βmnÞ Reðαmn þ βmnÞ

; ð33Þ
and similarly for S¯ using the barred Bogoliubov coeffi-
cients. It is straightforward to show that such a trans-
formation preserves the canonical commutation relations if
the Bogoliubov conditions Eqs. (15) and (16) are satisfied.
Using the specific transformation for our scenario,
Eq. (7), we find the 2 × 2 blocks of matrices S and S¯ to be
Smn¼ 2Vmn

ωm 0
0 Ωn

; S¯mn¼ 2V¯mn

ω¯m 0
0 Ωn

: ð34Þ
We note that the off-diagonal entries of these blocks are
zero, resulting from the fact that our Bogoliubov coef-
ficients are purely real. This means that the transformation
does not mix canonical position and momentum operators,
rather the qˆ operators of the local basis are combinations
of the global Qˆ’s only, and similarly for the momentum
operators.
It is important to keep in mind that individually the
matrices S and S¯ are not symplectic. This is because
individually they only map onto a subspace of the total
2It must be pointed out that the mathematical toolbox pre-
sented here allows us to work with any Gaussian state, not just the
global vacuum. We could, for example, start with with a global
thermal state.
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Hilbert space of the field.3 This is easily concluded from the
fact that the reduced field states of the subregions of the
cavity are mixed states, despite the global state being pure
(the vacuum). A proper symplectic transformation in phase
space can always be associated with a unitary operation
acting in the Hilbert space, which will always bring a pure
state to another pure state.
Rather, it is the combined transformation
SBogo ¼

S
S¯

ð35Þ
that is formally symplectic (see the discussion in Sec. VI B).
This matrix transforms the global-mode basis to the local-
mode basis, including both sides of the cavity:

xˆ
^¯x

¼ SBogoXˆ: ð36Þ
Given all of this, we are ready to transform the state
itself. The global vacuum j0iG is an example of a Gaussian
state, which means that the state is fully characterized by its
covariance matrix (see Appendix A). We will label σG the
covariance matrix of the global vacuum, represented in the
global-mode basis. This is simply given by the identity:
σG ¼ I. To Bogoliubov transform this state to the local
basis, σloc, we apply the above symplectic transformation
to σG:
σloc ¼ SBogoσGSTBogo
≡

σ γ
γT σ¯

¼

SσGST SσGS¯T
S¯σGST S¯σGS¯T

: ð37Þ
Here the covariance matrix σ ¼ SσGST ¼ SST represents
the reduced field state for the left side of the cavity.
Similarly, σ¯ ¼ S¯S¯T fully characterizes the reduced state
of the right side. The off-diagonal matrix γ ¼ SS¯T , on the
other hand, contains the correlation structure between the
two sides of the cavity.
These matrices are easily computed. We see that each
can be split into 2 × 2 blocks; for example, the reduced
state of the left side takes the form
σ ¼
0
BBB@
σ11 σ12   
σ21 σ22   
..
. ..
. . .
.
1
CCCA: ð38Þ
Here the 2 × 2 block σmm is the covariance matrix (i.e. it is
the reduced state) of themth local (left side) mode. The off-
diagonal block σmn, wherem ≠ n, contains the correlations
between local modes m and n. Using the fact that the Smn
are symmetric we see that these blocks are given by
σmn ¼
P
lSmlSnl. Similarly, the state σ¯ and the correlation
matrix γ can be split into 2 × 2 blocks that are given by
σ¯mn ¼
P
lS¯mlS¯nl and γmn ¼
P
lSmlS¯nl, respectively.
These are given by
σmn ¼
X
l
4VmlVnl

ωmωn 0
0 Ω2l

;
σ¯mn ¼
X
n
4V¯mlV¯nl

ω¯mω¯n 0
0 Ω2l

;
γmn ¼
X
l
4VmlV¯nl

ωmω¯n 0
0 Ω2l

: ð39Þ
Together, these blocks constitute a full characterization
of the global vacuum in the local-mode basis, and in
particular σ fully characterizes the reduced state of the left
side of the cavity. Although we have derived the full
analytical expressions, it should be noted that in the
remainder of the paper, when we present quantitative
results, we have done so by computing the above matrix
elements numerically, by performing the sums to
convergence.
There are several observations that we can make from
this result. The first is that the reduced states σ and σ¯ are
clearly excited states, meaning in this language that they are
not equal to the identity (the vacuum). Mathematically, this
is what is meant by the statement “half of an empty box is
nonempty.” Equivalently, this is a mathematical description
of the particle creation due to instantaneously slamming
down a mirror. Another observation is that the correlation
structure of the global vacuum in this basis is extremely
connected, meaning that every local mode is correlated (if
perhaps not entangled) with every other local mode. That
is, since the blocks γmn are nonzero this means that every
local mode of the left side is correlated with every local
mode of the right, and vice versa. Similarly, every local
mode is correlated with every other local mode of the same
side, as demonstrated by the fact that the blocks σmn and
σ¯mn are nonzero.
B. The state of three regions
We will now outline exactly the same procedure for the
case of three regions in the cavity (equivalently, the case
3The definition of a symplectic matrix S requires that it be
square. However, if a linear phase space transformation is not
square it is still required to preserve the canonical commutation
relations. That is, if we have anm × n transformation matrix S on
phase space then it must still satisfy SΩnST ¼ Ωm, where Ωn is
the n-mode symplectic form. If n > m then such a transformation
corresponds to a symplectic transformation followed by a partial
trace, which can, of course, bring a pure state to a mixed one.
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where two mirrors are simultaneously introduced). This
will allow us to consider the entanglement between
spatially separated regions (i.e. the leftmost and rightmost
regions). As we will see, this is crucial for demonstrating
that the entanglement obtained by slamming mirrors is
derived from the previously existing vacuum entanglement,
rather than having been created by the slamming process.
The procedure follows from the Bogoliubov transforma-
tion described in Sec. III C. We will also describe how to
obtain the reduced state of two out of the three regions
(in fact this is trivial in the language of covariance
matrices). In the phase space representation we have
equivalent matrix equations as those in Eqs. (31)–(33), i.e.,
xˆZ ¼ SZXˆ; Z ¼ A; B;C; ð40Þ
where SZ has the block form as given in Eq. (32):
SZmn ¼

ReðαZmn − βZmnÞ ImðαZmn þ βZmnÞ
−ImðαZmn − βZmnÞ ReðαZmn þ βZmnÞ

ð41Þ
¼ 2VZmn

ωZm 0
0 Ωn

: ð42Þ
The combined transformation, that which is formally
symplectic, is given in analogy to Eq. (35),
SBogo ¼
0
B@
SA
SB
SC
1
CA; ð43Þ
and transforms the global-mode basis to the local-mode
basis of the three regions:0
B@
xˆA
xˆB
xˆC
1
CA ¼ SBogoXˆ: ð44Þ
Again, to Bogoliubov transform the global state σG ¼ I
to the local basis, we apply this transformation to σG:
σloc ¼ SBogoσGSTBogo
≡
0
B@
σA γAB γAC
γTAB σB γBC
γTAC γ
T
BC σC
1
CA
¼
0
B@
SAσGSA
T
SAσGSB
T
SAσGSC
T
SBσGSA
T
SBσGSB
T
SBσGSC
T
SCσGSA
T
SCσGSB
T
SCσGSC
T
1
CA: ð45Þ
The blocks again represent the reduced state of, and the
correlations between, the three regions. For example, σA is
the reduced state of the leftmost region and γAC contains the
correlations between the leftmost and rightmost regions. As
before, each matrix can be further split into 2 × 2 blocks
given by σZmn ¼
P
lS
Z
mlS
Z
nl, γ
YZ
mn ¼
P
lS
Y
mlS
Z
nl. These are
given by
σZmn ¼
X
l
4VZmlV
Z
nl

ωZmω
Z
n 0
0 Ω2l

ð46Þ
γYZmn ¼
X
l
4VYmlV
Z
nl

ωYmω
Z
n 0
0 Ω2l

: ð47Þ
From here, one may easily study the reduced state of two
of the three regions by simply taking the appropriate blocks
of Eq. (45). For example, the reduced state of system AC
(the leftmost and rightmost regions) is obtained by tracing
out B, which here simply results in the covariance matrix
σAC ¼

σA γAC
γTAC σC

¼

SAσGSA
T
SAσGSC
T
SCσGSA
T
SCσGSC
T

: ð48Þ
V. WITH VS WITHOUT A MIRROR
Before we proceed to analyze other local features like the
entanglement between left and right regions of the cavity,
we would like to stop to discuss a little bit more con-
ceptually the differences between the analysis of the two
possible scenarios, with and without introducing the mirror.
Again, what does it mean for half of an empty box to be
nonempty?We know that in some sense the reduced state of
a subregion of the global vacuum is excited; certainly the
state σ in Eq. (39) is an excited state (that is, excited with
respect to the local-mode basis, which is the whole point).
However, what does this mathematical fact have to do with
reality? As discussed earlier, the answer, in fact, is that
the real excitations produced by the mirror are mathemati-
cally equivalent to the virtual local excitations attributed
to vacuum entanglement. Their measurement, therefore,
constitutes an achievement of our goal.
A. Time evolution
Both of the scenarios, with and without a mirror, are
equivalent at time t ¼ 0. This implies that the Bogoliubov
transformation will be exactly the same for both sets
(primed and unprimed modes as discussed in the previous
sections) as the transformation coefficients are computed
using the Klein-Gordon inner product, which contains only
the mode functions and their first time derivatives [13]).
Thus, the field state of the left cavity immediately following
the introduction of the mirror will, in fact, be given exactly
by the covariance matrix σ as given by Eqs. (38) and (39).
The only difference now is that the mode basis that σ is
associated with is different, in the sense that it evolves
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differently for t > 0. Similarly the reduced state of the right
cavity will be given by σ¯ and the correlations between the
two (separated) cavities will be contained in γ, the blocks of
each being given by Eqs. (39). Importantly, this means that
the entanglement structure contained in the state is exactly
the same in both cases. That is, the real particles created
in the left side by slamming down a mirror are entangled
with the created particles in the right side, and this
entanglement has exactly the same structure that the
original vacuum entanglement present before the mirror
was introduced. We will fully discuss this entanglement
in Sec. VI.
But surely the state of the field has been changed due to
the introduction of the mirror. Clearly in some sense it has.
We have created real particles. We have added energy to the
system by changing the Hamiltonian. The state of the new
left-side cavity (for example) is certainly time dependent.
This is not surprising, as we would expect a burst of
particles to be propagating away from the newly introduced
mirror (shortly we will discuss this further). The reduced
state of the left side of the larger cavity (without a mirror),
on the other hand, is by construction time independent. The
global vacuum j0iG is a stationary state with respect to
the global Hamiltonian HˆG, and thus the reduced state
will be time independent as well. In this sense the two states
are certainly different.
Nevertheless, the state at t ¼ 0 is described by exactly
the same covariance matrix. We will now elucidate the
nature of time evolution in the case that a mirror has been
slammed; indeed we will take advantage of a subtlety in the
time evolution that is particularly apparent when working
with covariance matrices. First consider, for example,
working in the Schrödinger picture. In this case the
field in the left cavity is time independent: ϕˆðx; tÞ ¼
ϕˆðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼Pmðumðx; 0Þaˆm þ umðx; 0Þaˆ†mÞ, where a
umðx; 0Þ ¼ 1rωm sin πmxr . The state ρˆðtÞ is what evolves,
and this gives a corresponding time evolution to the
covariance matrix elements via σmnðtÞ ¼ TrðρˆðtÞ×
ðxˆmxˆn þ xˆnxˆmÞÞ. This free evolution can be represented
symplectically: σðtÞ ¼ SFðtÞσSFðtÞT , where [21,24]
SFðtÞ ¼⨁
m

cosωmt sinωmt
−sinωmt cosωmt

: ð49Þ
Alternatively, we can work in the Heisenberg picture, in
which the field is the time-dependent operator
ϕˆðx; tÞ ¼
X
m
ðumðx; 0Þaˆme−iωmt þ umðx; 0Þaˆ†meiωmtÞ
¼
X
m
ðumðx; tÞaˆm þ umðx; tÞaˆ†mÞ: ð50Þ
A subtle issue, however, is that the Heisenberg evolution
of the field can be viewed in two ways, as given by the two
lines above. In the first line it is the operators themselves
that evolve: aˆmðtÞ ¼ aˆme−iωmt. This corresponds to an
evolution of the quadrature operators xˆmðtÞ that leads to
a symplectic evolution SFðtÞ of the covariance matrix,
equivalent to what was obtained in the Schrödinger picture.
A key observation is that in both of these pictures it is the
time-independent mode functions umðx; 0Þ that the time-
dependent covariance matrix σðtÞ is associated with. The
other way of viewing the evolution, as indicated by the
second line in Eq. (50), is to keep the operators themselves
time independent (thus giving a time-independent σ) and
to rather let the mode functions uðx; tÞ contain the time
evolution. In this case the covariance matrix does not
change, but it is understood that the mode functions with
which it is associated do evolve.
This last picture is the one that we will adopt here, in all
work below. In this way we do not need to actually consider
any evolution in the covariance matrix directly; our state
will always be described by the matrix σ, the same one used
to describe the spatial reduced state in the case without a
mirror. The time-evolution induced by slamming a mirror is
then trivial: it is simply given by the time-dependence
already present in the t > 0 mode functions defined within
the left cavity as umðx; tÞ ¼ umðx; 0Þe−iωmt and within the
right cavity as u¯mðx; tÞ ¼ u¯mðx; 0Þe−iω¯mt
B. Finite-time mirror
In the calculations of the next section we will continue to
assume an instantaneous introduction of the mirror(s) in the
cavity. Before devoting ourselves to this, however, we
should briefly discuss how the physics changes if the
introduction of the mirror takes place within a finite time
window Δt, as, of course, will always be the case in any
physical realization. Let us continue to assume that the
introduction happens very fast as compared to the funda-
mental time scales of the reduced cavities: Δt≪ 1=ω1 and
Δt≪ 1=ω¯1. In this case the low-energy local modes will
still see the mirror appear very quickly (i.e. as compared to
their free evolution time scale), and so their reduced states
and correlations amongst themselves will be well approxi-
mated by the covariance matrices of Eqs. (39). That is,
within a low energy sector (the limit of which is determined
by how fast the mirror can be introduced) the results that we
will present will hold to a good approximation. On the
other hand for the very high-energy modes (that see the
introduction of the mirror occur very slowly) we can make
an adiabatic approximation to conclude that they will
evolve to their local ground states. That is, if m is large
enough such that Δt≫ 1=ωm then after the cavity is
introduced the reduced state of this mode will approxi-
mately be j0im, defined to satisfy aˆmj0im ¼ 0, and will
have vanishing correlation with the rest of the system.
Clearly there will be a smooth transition between these two
regimes, which our work does not capture. Nevertheless,
by considering only a finite number of modes N, as we
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will be doing, our description of this set will be accurate
as long as Δt≪ 1=ωN .
Note also that, in terms of application, the amount of
entanglement that one obtains between cavities after slam-
ming a mirror (which we will discuss in the next section)
depends on how fast one’s mirror is slammed. The faster it
can be achieved, the more entanglement will remain in the
two cavities afterwards. This is because the high-energy
modes contain entanglement, and thus the more of these
modes whose states are not significantly altered by intro-
ducing the mirror, the more entanglement we will retained.
For modes of too-high energy, Δt≫ 1=ωm, the act of
slamming the mirror will destroy the correlations that they
have with the opposite side of the cavity.
VI. ENTANGLEMENT
Wewill now enter the results section of our paper. We will
discuss various aspects of entanglement between the two
sides of the cavity (equivalent in both the cases of with and
without a cavity, as discussed above). As part of our
exposition we will propose a spatial distribution of entangle-
ment between the two sides of the cavity, and see how this
naturally leads to the physical picture of bursts of (entangled)
particles being produced by slamming down amirror.Wewill
begin by just discussing a singlemirror and later willmove on
to the two-mirror case. We will show that with two mirrors,
slammed simultaneously some distance apart, there is still
entanglement retained between separated regions (i.e. left-
most and rightmost). We will also discuss how the act of
slamming down a mirror can be interpreted as an efficient
method of vacuum entanglement harvesting.
Our results are computed numerically from the covari-
ance matrices presented in Sec. IV. To do so, however, we
must restrict ourselves to finite matrices. This means taking
only a finite number of local modes N, both on the left and
right sides. That is, what we actually consider is the reduced
state of the firstN local modes on each side. This is actually
not physically unrealistic since, as discussed in Sec. V B,
our analysis will only be valid for some low-energy regime
anyway, depending on how fast the mirror is slammed.
Numerically, unless otherwise stated we will takeN ¼ 200.
Note, however, that the reduced state of these first N local
modes is exact up to numerically negligible addends. That
is, in performing the Bogoliubov transform we made sure
to include enough global modes in the sum of Eq. (39),
such that our results converge.
A. Mode-mode entanglement
With the state of the global vacuum represented in the
local-mode basis, as given by Eqs. (39), we can characterize
the entanglement between the two sides of the cavity. We
can, for example, consider the two-mode entanglement
between each pair of local modes on the left and right side.
The correlations between each pair (as given by the
two-point correlators of the number operators) have already
been computed in [1]. However, for each two-mode pair the
fact that they are correlated does not imply that they are
entangled because the two-mode state of this pair is mixed.
Thus, to extend upon the results of [1] we compute the
logarithmic negativity EN [25] of each pair between the
two sides.
To this end, we take the 4 × 4, two-mode covariance
matrix (i.e. the reduced state) of mode m on the left and
mode n on the right of the cavity. This is simply
σtwo mode ¼

σmm γmn
γTmn σ¯nn

: ð51Þ
From here, we can apply Eq. (A13) to compute EN between
the two modes. The result is displayed in Fig. 3, where we
consider field masses μ ¼ 0 and μ ¼ 15=R. The cavity is
split in two equal regions as r ¼ 0.5R. We observe that,
perhaps remarkably, nearly every mode is entangled with
almost every other. Eventually as m and n become
sufficiently different the two-mode entanglement tends to
vanish (although they will always have nonzero correla-
tion), but we can see that the decay is very slow. It should
be noted that we can similarly compute the entanglement
between different local modes from the same side, and in
fact doing so produces a qualitatively equivalent plot. A
particularly striking feature of the mode-mode entangle-
ment is that the peak entanglement moves to higher mode
numbers as the mass of the field is increased.4 This figure
clearly demonstrates that the two sides of the cavity are
entangled. Even a single pair with nonzero entanglement
demonstrates this. However, even if every pair were
separable this would not constitute a proof that the two
sides as a whole are separable.
This leads to the question of the full, many-mode
entanglement between the two sides. We can certainly
compute this, given some set of N local modes on either
side [16] (specifically we would compute the negativity, not
the reduced entropy, as we explain in a moment). This, of
course, gives a nonzero answer; however, it is questionable
how useful the numerical answer actually is because it will
always depend on the number of local modesN considered.
The entanglement increases with N, and we expect that it
diverges in the N → ∞ limit (see footnote 5), given that the
vacuum entanglement is typically known to be UV diver-
gent. We will thus not concern ourselves with this calcu-
lation explicitly. Nevertheless, there is a related issue that
should be discussed before moving on, which we will now
focus on.
4This behavior is actually expected from the fact that the
correlation length in a field goes as the Compton wavelength
[26], meaning that correlations become more spatially confined
with higher mass μ. It follows that what correlations are present
between the two sides should be more supported within the
modes of smaller wavelength, i.e. those of higher frequency.
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B. The mixedness problem
One would assume that in order to compute the entan-
glement one should simply compute the reduced entropy
[as given by Eq. (A8)] of one side of the cavity, since the
global state is pure. Formally this is true, of course, but
interestingly the reduced entropy will never be an entan-
glement measure if one only considers a finite number of
local modes N, and in fact this can never be remedied by
simply increasing N.
This occurs because, as we have just seen, there is quite a
lot of correlation between local modes of different number.
This means that the left-side state σ (with finite number of
modes) will not just be entangled with the opposite side of
the cavity but also with the higher-number modes on the
same side. That is, the entropy SðσÞ is not a measure of
entanglement with the other side, but rather with the other
side plus all of the higher modes that we have traced away.
Put another way: if we compute the full state of both sides
σloc, but with the understanding that this corresponds to the
reduced state of the first N local modes on the left with the
first N on the right (and their correlations), then this state
will be mixed despite the fact that the global vacuum is
pure. Equivalently, the transformation of Eq. (35) will never
in practice be sympletic. In addition (and rather interest-
ingly) this problem does not get better as N is increased.5
Importantly, such an issue will never arise in any real
scenario of a slamming mirror; a finite slamming time Δt
fixes this mixedness problem. The introduction of a mirror
is just represented by a time-dependent Hamiltonian, and
so, of course, the evolution of the field under this action
must be unitary. The system of the two new cavities
combined, therefore, must be in a pure state. As discussed
in Sec. V B, a finite Δt will mean that local modes of high
enough frequency will not actually be in the state or share
the correlations as predicted from the covariance matrices
in Sec. IV, which were computed assuming instantaneous
slamming. For a real situation, high-frequency local modes
will be nearly in their ground states, and importantly have
vanishing correlations with anything else, thus remedying
the origin of the mixedness problem. The global state in the
local basis will indeed be pure beyond a given energy scale,
as it must be.
C. Symplectic diagonalization
Here we will describe the process of symplectically
diagonalizing the local states σ and σ¯. This is method by
which we can greatly simplify the entanglement structure
between the two sides which, given the complexity seen
in Fig. 3, will be a considerable advantage. We will see
in later sections how this process also allows us to make
conclusions about the spatial distribution of entanglement
as well as see very clearly the propagating “burst” of
particles that is produced by slamming down a mirror.
The specifics of local, symplectic diagonalization and
the method for finding the correct transformation matrices
are described in Appendixes A and B. We (numerically)
find symplectic matrices SD and S¯D that diagonalize σ and
σ¯, respectively: SDσSTD ¼ D and S¯Dσ¯S¯TD ¼ D¯, where
D ¼⨁
m

νm 0
0 νm

; D¯ ¼⨁
m

ν¯m 0
0 ν¯m

: ð52Þ
Here νm and ν¯m are the symplectic eigenvalues of σ and σ¯,
respectively. Let us just consider the left side for a moment:
σ → D. This is simply a change of mode basis, and we can
compute the mode functions associated with this new basis
by reading off the Bogoliubov coefficients from SD via
reversing Eqs. (32) and (33). Here we will label these
coefficients ζlm and ηlm (in place of the usual α and β
notation, respectively). These new mode functions, which
we will label vlðx; tÞ, are thus given by
vlðx; tÞ ¼
X
m
ðζlmumðx; tÞ þ ηlmumðx; tÞÞ
¼
X
m
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rωm
p sin

πmx
r

ðζlme−iωmt þ ηlmeiωmtÞ:
ð53Þ
5In fact, as we increase the number N of local modes
considered (on both sides of the cavity), the global state we
obtain becomes more mixed, with a higher entropy. We suspect
that the entropy diverges in the N → ∞ limit, despite the fact that
in a formal sense the result should be a pure state. After a moment
of thought this is actually not overly surprising. Consider for a
moment the very different system of a spatial volume in free
Minkowski space with a field in the Minkowski vacuum. It is well
known that the entropy of the reduced state inside the volume
scales as its area, meaning that as this region is expanded it
becomes more mixed. Thus, despite the field over all of space
being in a pure state, one can never approach this by taking the
limit of larger and larger regions (the entropy will diverge as
the region expands to infinity). In this example the area law can
be physically understood by taking a spatial discretization of the
field. A given spatial degree of freedom will largely only be
entangled with its nearest neighbors, and thus the area law can be
understood considering that the area is proportional to the number
of nearest-neighbor connections that the entangling surface
crosses. In our scenario we have seen that the global vacuum
has a very densely connected entanglement structure in the local-
mode basis. Every local mode is entangled with many others,
including many others of higher frequency. Thus, by increasing
the number of local modes N that we consider, we are increasing
the number of “entanglement connections” between low and high
modes that are separated by the cutoff. Given this intuition it
makes sense that the entropy of our global state should increase
with increasing N; it arises as a consequence of the system being
highly connected. Even so, it is interesting (and perhaps dis-
concerting) that in the local-mode basis one can never approach
purity by considering more and more modes. We suspect that this
is deeply connected to the note made in [1] regarding the unitary
inequivalence between the global- and local-mode bases.
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We can similarly define a new set of local modes v¯lðxÞ on
the right side of the cavity.
We remind the reader that (as discussed in Sec. VA) we
are working in the “Heisenberg picture,” but not such that
the qˆ and pˆ operators evolve (i.e. our covariance matrix is
time independent) but rather such that the mode functions
with respect to which we represent the state themselves
evolve. In this picture the diagonalizing transformations
are, of course, time independent (since the covariance
matrix is time independent). We could, however, arrive
at the same set of v modes working directly in the
Schrödinger picture, in which the diagonalizing trans-
formation would be time dependent.6
This is a change of mode basis which results in all left-
side modes vlðx; tÞ being in a product state with respect to
each other and, similarly, with the right-side modes v¯ðx; tÞ;
i.e., the transformation SD removes all correlations between
modes on the left side. In this way we are isolating exactly
the local spatial modes that contain the entanglement
between σ and the rest of the system. Furthermore, it turns
out that in our system the first mode in this new basis, the
one associated with symplectic eigenvalue ν1 and spatial
mode v1ðx; tÞ, is the mode that contains the large majority
of the mixedness in σ. That is, almost all of the symplectic
eigenvalues have values very near to unity, meaning that the
corresponding modes are very nearly pure. The first value,
ν1, is by far the largest. For example, with the parameters
r ¼ 0.5R, μ ¼ 0, and N ¼ 200 (the number of local modes
considered) the first several symplectic eigenvalues take
the values fνlg ¼ ð1.840; 1.051; 1.004; 1.000;…Þ. Note
that as N is increased these values (and thus the entropy
of σ) increase as well. All of this applies equally well to the
right-side transformation σ¯ → D¯ via S¯D.
As elaborated on in Appendix A, if the state σloc of
both sides were pure then applying the local transformation
SD ⊕ S¯D to σloc would also diagonalize the off-diagonal
(correlation) block γ. Were this the case then the local mode
v1ðx; tÞ on the left side would be solely correlated with the
corresponding mode v¯1ðx; tÞ on the right side, and similarly
for the higher v modes. Unfortunately, as discussed above,
when taking a finite N we necessarily find that σloc is a
mixed state. This means that a local symplectic diagonal-
ization does not produce this one-to-one correspondence
between the two sides. Despite this, however, we have
found that in fact we very nearly do obtain this correspon-
dence upon local diagonalization. This can be seen in
Fig. 4, where we plot the logarithmic negativity between
modes vlðx; tÞ and v¯lðx; tÞ similarly to what is plotted in
Fig. 3 for the u modes. Here we have taken N ¼ 200 for
both the left and right sides. We see that indeed, despite σloc
being mixed, the majority of the entanglement between the
two sides is contained in v1ðx; tÞ and v¯1ðx; tÞ (we could also
plot the mutual information between modes, in order to get
a better idea of the correlations in general, but the result
looks nearly identical qualitatively).
FIG. 3 (color online). The logarithmic negativity EN between local modes um and u¯n on the left and right sides of the cavity,
respectively. The cavity is divided in two equal regions r ¼ 0.5R. Left: a field mass of μ ¼ 0. Right: a field mass of μ ¼ 15=R.
6This can also be done in either of the pictures in which it is
the covariance matrix that evolves, σðtÞ ¼ SFðtÞσSFðtÞT , and in
which the spatial modes are time independent, umðx; 0Þ. In this
case the diagonalizing transformation will be time dependent:
SDðtÞ. However, the symplectic spectrum of σðtÞ will be time
independent, being symplectically invariant. Thus we have
D ¼ SDσSTD ¼ SDðtÞσðtÞSDðtÞT ¼ SDðtÞSFðtÞσSFðtÞTSDðtÞT ,
from which we can represent the time-dependent diagona-
lizing transformation as SDðtÞ ¼ SDSFð−tÞ. We can use this to
compute the corresponding time-dependent Bogoliubov coeffi-
cients γlmðtÞ and ηlmðtÞ. Using Eq. (49) and the relation between
a symplectic transformation and its corresponding Bogoliubov
coefficients, as given by Eqs. (32) and (33), it is straightforward
to find that γlmðtÞ ¼ γlme−iωmt and ηlmðtÞ ¼ ηlmeiωmt, in agree-
ment with Eq. (53).
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D. Spatial structure of entanglement
One immediate application of finding the locally, sym-
plectically diagonalizing basis is that we are able to discuss
and make observations about the spatial structure of
entanglement between the two sides of the cavity. For this
section we will take t ¼ 0, by which we are discussing the
local physics of the cavity before the mirror has been
introduced. That is, in this section we are simply asking
about the local properties of a vacuum field, and not
considering yet the time evolution caused by introducing
a mirror.
We know that there is spatial vacuum entanglement; the
two sides of the cavity are entangled. This fact alone,
however, gives no information on how entanglement is
spatially distributed. From what is known about vacuum
entanglement we expect it to be spatially focused near the
boundary between the two regions, since the correlation in
a field decays with distance [4,10,11]. It is this that leads,
for example, to the well-known area law for the entangle-
ment entropy. There is also evidence that the entanglement
characteristic distance goes as the Compton wavelength of
the field [26], thus we should also expect the entanglement
spatial distribution to hug the boundary more closely as we
increase the mass μ of the field.
To obtain information on the spatial structure of entan-
glement, we use a technique very similar to that in [17],
which was used there within the context of lattice systems.
Since the mode function v1ðxÞ contains the majority of the
entanglement (right now working at t ¼ 0), what we
propose is that the function jv1ðxÞj gives information about
the spatial structure of entanglement. The larger jv1ðxÞj is at
a given x, the more entanglement is localized at that point.
Operationally this proposal makes sense; if one were to try
to swap this entanglement into an Unruh-DeWitt- type
detector model, then it makes sense to place the detector
where jv1ðxÞj is largest, since this directly translates into
the coupling strength between this mode and the detector.
Of course, there is also entanglement in the higher vmodes,
and these would form corrections to our jv1j estimate. Seen
another way, we can consider measuring the entanglement
between regions by means of local projective measure-
ments onto a pair of spatial modes [27,28]. Since most of
the entanglement is isolated between v1ðxÞ and v¯1ðxÞ, it is
these modes that we would want to measure in order to
obtain the greatest amount of entanglement.
In Fig. 5 we plot the function jv1ðxÞj at time t ¼ 0 using
the parameters r ¼ 0.5R, N ¼ 200, and for three mass
FIG. 4 (color online). The logarithmic negativity EN between local, diagonalizing modes vm and v¯n on the left and right sides of the
cavity, respectively. The cavity is split into two equal sides, r ¼ 0.5R, and N ¼ 200 for both the left and right sides. Left: a field mass of
μ ¼ 0. Right: a field mass of μ ¼ 15=R.
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FIG. 5 (color online). The function jv1ðxÞj in the left side of the
cavity, representing the spatial distribution of entanglement with
the opposite side. The parameters are given by r ¼ 0.5R, and
N ¼ 200, with different field masses μ considered: 0 (blue), 10=R
(light blue) and 50=R (green). As can be seen: the larger the mass
of the field, the closer the entanglement straddles the boundary
between the two sides of the cavity, as expected.
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values μ of 0, 10=R, and 50=R. As can be seen, both of
the conditions discussed above are satisfied. Namely, the
distribution indeed straddles the boundary between the two
sides of the cavity (in this case the boundary is to the right
because we are looking at the left side). Furthermore, as the
mass μ of the field is increased we see that the distribution
becomes more localized at the boundary, representing a
decreasing correlation length.
Note that the small vibrations that can be seen in Fig. 5
are due solely to taking a finite number N of local modes.
As N is increased these vibrations become smaller.
However, the overall shape of the function does not change
upon increasing N, a fact that further indicates that the
function jv1ðxÞj, as plotted, well represents the entangle-
ment structure despite the mixedness problem.
All that we have done here is show the shape of the left-
side mode function that contains most of the entanglement
with the right side, and how much this can truly be
considered a distribution of entanglement is questionable.
A more thorough approach to discuss the entanglement
spatial structure could be to consider the local reduced
states for infinitesimally small regions and see how much
these regions are entangled with the right side of the box.
E. Entangled bursts of particles
In the previous section we have looked at the form of
jv1ðx; t ¼ 0Þj and claimed it to a good representation of
the spatial distribution of entanglement. A next obvious
questions is: in the case that we slam down a mirror at
t ¼ 0, how does jv1ðx; tÞj evolve for t > 0 and what
significance does this have? The time evolution is simply
given by Eq. (53); i.e., v1ðx; tÞ evolves according to the
Klein-Gordon equation with initial conditions given by
v1ðx; 0Þ, _v1ðx; 0Þ, as shown in Fig. 5. As can be expected,
the evolution is that of a wave packet propagating away
from the newly slammed mirror. For example, in Fig. 6
we plot jv1ðx; tÞj at time t ¼ r=2 for parameters r ¼ 0.5R,
N ¼ 200, and with a field mass of μ ¼ 50=R.
By construction, however, the state of this evolving
mode and the correlations between it and the right-hand
cavity are exactly the same as at t ¼ 0 (i.e. highly excited
and highly entangled with right-hand mode v¯1), when these
correlations could be interpreted solely as vacuum entan-
glement. That is, the state of the propagating wave packet
seen in Fig. 6 is highly excited and is highly entangled with
the symmetrically evolving wave packet in the right-hand
cavity. That is, we see exactly the physics we expect,
namely, that slamming down a mirror produces bursts of
particles that propagate away from it. Similarly in the right-
hand cavity the function v¯1ðx; tÞ represents a burst of
particles propagating to the right. A detector placed within
one of these cavities will then be able to measure these
particles once they hit it.7 Additionally we see that the
bursts on the two sides are entangled, and that they are
entangled exactly in the same manner that the vacuum was
entangled prior to the introduction of the mirror. In fact,
their entanglement directly results from (or rather, it
simply is) the vacuum entanglement prior to the mirror
being slammed.
This emphasizes and illustrates nicely our primary mes-
sage: that the real excitations created by slamming down a
mirror are identical to the “virtual” excitations attributed to
the original vacuum entanglement. Furthermore, this per-
spective motivates an experimental approach to verifying,
and perhaps even harvesting and using, vacuum entangle-
ment. That is, if we were able to slam a mirror and measure
the real particles, in such a way that we could confirm
quantum correlation statistics on the two sides, then this
would constitute a verification of vacuum entanglement.
We discuss this further in Sec. VII.
We wish to point out that the correlations between the
bursts on either side of the mirror have nothing to do with
the symmetry introduced by the fact that we are slamming
the mirror at the r ¼ 0.5R point. Entanglement and similar
correlations have to do with correlation between single-shot
measurements performed locally on the two systems in
question, and not on whether the two reduced states are the
same or similar. The bursts of particles would continue to
be entangled independent of where in the cavity the mirror
is introduced.
The reader should also know that what we have
presented is an approximate picture in regards to visual-
izing the burst of particles, as we are just using a single
delocalized mode v1ðx; tÞ. It is a good approximate picture,
given that this mode contains the majority of excitations.
However, in order to gain the full structure of the burst one0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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FIG. 6 (color online). Evolution of the entanglement spatial
distribution for the massive case μ ¼ 50=R after an elapsed time
t ¼ r=2. We can see a peak for the correlations at exactly the
position of the particle-burst front as originated from the slam-
ming. The cavity parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
7One may be concerned that in Fig. 6 there appears to be an
amount of acausal signaling. Of course, for a delocalized mode,
it makes no sense to strictly talk about causality [21]. In any
relevant calculation all modes would be considered and no
acausal behavior would be seen.
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could instead monitor the change at different times of the
expectation values of local number operators attached to
small (perhaps infinitesimal) regions. As the burst reaches
these small regions we expect these number expectation
values to jump, and they will be different from the vacuum
expectation values only inside the future light cone of the
spacetime point at which we slam the mirror.
F. Two mirrors
We have just stated that the entanglement between the
bursts of particles produced by the slammed mirror, in the
left and right-hand sides, comes from the vacuum entan-
glement that was previously there to begin with. One may,
however, be concerned that this is simply one perspective
on the situation. One may argue that what really physically
occurs is that the act of slamming the mirror locally creates
entangled quanta which then propagate away, rather than
this entanglement having been previously present.
To debunk this view we need simply consider a slightly
different scenario: that of slamming two mirrors down
simultaneously, some distance apart from each other. It is
known (and we will confirm) that there is entanglement
between regions of space even when they are separated.
This means that when we slam two mirrors the resulting
field states in the leftmost and rightmost cavities will be
entangled, as would be measurable from the real particle
statistics. In this case one cannot claim that this entangle-
ment was simply created by the mirror, because now there
is no common mirror connecting the two regions. In this
case it is clear that the entanglement between the two
cavities comes directly from the vacuum entanglement that
was already present beforehand as no causal signal can
connect them.
The mathematics of this scenario is exactly the same as
before except that now we must consider splitting the cavity
into three regions, as we have already discussed in
Sec. IV B. We choose some size for the three regions (here
we will take regions A and C to be the same size, and
separated by some distance B). We can then take the
reduced state of the leftmost and rightmost regions, as
given by Eq. (48), and perform exactly the same entangle-
ment analysis as we have done above. The result, in short, is
that they are entangled. This validates our above argument
since, by construction, this entanglement is present
between real, stationary mode excitations after the mirrors
have been introduced.
In particular, it is interesting to again perform the local,
symplectic diagonalization such that we go to the local
mode basis fvAm; vCn g. As discussed in Sec. VI C, this
procedure fails to produce a nice one-to-one entanglement
structure when one’s state is mixed. As we saw, the
mixedness problem above only causes slight deviations
from this structure. Now, however, the extra mixedness in
the AC system caused by tracing out B really ruins this
structure. We plot in Fig. 7 the mode-mode logarithmic
negativity between the vA and vC modes for the cases in
which the distance B between the two regions is 0.1R and
0.2R, where we have takenN ¼ 200 for each region and we
use a massless field μ ¼ 0. As we can see, the entanglement
rapidly decays with the distance between the regions,
as should be expected. We also note that in this case the
higher v modes become the dominant entanglement car-
riers, meaning that to actually measure such entanglement
FIG. 7 (color online). Two-mirror case: logarithmic negativity EN between local, diagonalizing modes vAm and vCn on the left and
rightmost sides of the cavity, respectively, in the case that the field is massless μ ¼ 0. The cavity is in this case split into three regions,
ΔA ¼ ½0; 0.5R − B=2, ΔB ¼ ½0.5R − B=2; 0.5Rþ B=2, ΔC ¼ ½0.5Rþ B=2; R. We have taken N ¼ 200. Left: Size of the middle
section B ¼ 0.1R. Right: Size of the middle section B ¼ 0.2R.
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one should try to change the wave packet form that one is
measuring to conform with the shape of jv2ðx; tÞj or
jv3ðx; tÞj or whichever mode carries the most entanglement.
It is not overly surprising that v1ðx; tÞ becomes superseded
for a large enough distance B once one realizes that v1ðx; tÞ
largely contains the entanglement localized on the boun-
dary between regions. Once there is no common boundary
we, therefore, rapidly lose this entanglement contribution.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL MOTIVATIONS
AND PROSPECTS
We would like to devote this section to discussing
possible experimental platforms for observing the phenom-
ena here described. The primary motivation for such an
experiment would be the verification of vacuum entangle-
ment and, possibly in the future, an effective method of
entanglement harvesting.
We must point out that the description of our model so
far has considered an idealized theoretical scenario and has
not been adapted to any particular experiment. Moreover,
a first analysis shows that such an experiment would be
highly challenging and that some of the requirements
(mirror slamming times, high sensitivities …) might
involve considerable effort before becoming feasible.
First of all, let us focus on the essential elements of the
theoretical scheme, which should be imperatively imple-
mented in any experiment of this sort. We require a
quantum field in a cavity, which should be taken into its
lowest energy state (the vacuum), and a boundary condition
(here, a mirror) which will quickly appear somewhere
inside the cavity and produce particles similar to the
dynamical Casimir effect. For most platforms to be
considered the field would be massless, as we will be
dealing with electromagnetic fields. In addition, after these
particles have been produced they must be detected and, if
possible, their entanglement measured.
Before anything else, we should check the amount of
particles created. Based on previous results [1], Fig. 8
shows the average number of local particles created after
slamming the mirror, dividing the cavity in two equal sides.
We can see that the maximum amount of particles creation
is achieved by the first local mode, but that even this is quite
small (0.052). The expected value is independent of the
cavity size or the speed of the mirror, which sets only the
adiabatic UV cutoff. Any detector that aims to extract those
particles would, therefore, be highly sensitive (and the
experiment would need to be ran many times). The relative
positioning of the mirror could be modified in order to
improve those numbers, but that improvement is only slight
and, from our point of view, not relevant enough to be
discussed at this point.
The most natural setup for such an experiment, given the
theoretical setup, would involve the use of an optical cavity
[29]. In practice, however, this setup would be very difficult
to implement. In order to obtain reasonable particle
production we require a slamming time that satisfies
tslam ≪ 2L=c. For optical cavity setups this would require
a slamming on the order of picoseconds. Certainly this is
mechanically impossible with current technology if we
are imagining physically inserting a mirror into an optical
cavity. A more feasible approach would be to use a sheet
of material that allows for rapid variation of reflectivity.
Indeed a fractional variation of reflectivity has been
achieved on the picosecond time scale [30]. Although
not yet suitable for our purposes, such technology may in
the future be sufficient to verify vacuum entanglement.
Another promising candidate would be circuit quantum
electrodynamics [31,32]. Several experiments concerned
with the peculiar properties of the quantum vacuum (similar
to the one here discussed) have been carried on this platform.
In particular the first observation of the dynamical Casimir
effect [15]. The kinds of techniques used in that experiment
could be very useful in a future proposal. The build up of a
mirror inside the cavity is, however, a very different matter,
as it implies the “activation” of a boundary that previously
was not there. In the case of circuit QED, meandering
resonators of lengths ∼20 mm have been built [33,34] but
longer lengths could be achieved, say of 100 mm. For that
size amirror slamming time of 0.7 nsmaybe enough to show
the effects that we want.
Along these lines, recent work in circuit QED [35,36]
has shown that a superconducting qubit coupled to a
waveguide can fully reflect single photons, while it being
possible to modulate the coupling to the natural mode of the
cavity in the ns timescale. That could be the first candidate
for the slamming mirror. However, for a mirror to reflect
all photons the qubit would not be enough; rather, the
possibility of replacing the qubit with a frequency-tunable
cavity which couples to the middle of the cavity could be
studied. Very fast tuning of cavities has been proven before
(∼3 ns) and it is expected to be achievable in the subnano-
second regime [37].
Finally, another experimental platform worthy of con-
sideration would be cold atoms in optical lattices. Although
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FIG. 8 (color online). The number expectation value of local
modes um for the case of a massless field μ ¼ 0 and a cavity split
in half r=R ¼ 0.5.
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we would be dealing in that case with a discrete quantum
field theory (e.g. Bose-Hubbard model), the possibilities
for creating “mirrorlike” conditions by raising and lowering
potential barriers using holographic techniques in the
subnanosecond-picosecond regime [38] might very well
fit our needs.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have given an answer to the question of “what does it
mean for half of an empty cavity to be full?” by considering
a physical scenario in which this statement actually has
operational meaning. The procedure that we considered is
that of very quickly introducing one or more mirrors into a
cavity scalar field prepared in its vacuum state and
observing the consequences. Unsurprisingly, such an action
induced particle creation in the field. The key observation,
however, is that these real excitations are mathematically
equivalent to the local vacuum excitations related to spatial
entanglement in the field. As a result, the real particles that
one obtains on either side of the newly introduced mirror
are entangled with each other. Furthermore, we have
proven that this entanglement can not simply have been
created by slamming down a mirror and rather derives
directly from the previously present vacuum entanglement.
We proved this by also studying the case in which two
mirrors, rather than one, are slammed down simultaneously
and some distance apart. In this scenario the excitations in
the leftmost and rightmost regions created from this cavity
splitting are also entangled with each other, despite there
being no common mirror and no possible communication
between them. This entanglement is exactly the spatial
vacuum entanglement that was already present.
As part of our exposition, we utilized Gaussian quantum
mechanics to easily derive the reduced states and correla-
tions of the vacuum field in different subregions of the
cavity. We have used this technology to discuss the
entanglement structure between regions of the cavity and
the time evolution that follows upon slamming down a
mirror, including directly relating the entanglement
between regions with the burst of particles created by
the mirror. This work provides a solid operational inter-
pretation for vacuum entanglement and the local excitations
that derive from it; these “virtual” excitations are simply the
real excitations that one gets when slamming down a
mirror. In addition, this realization motivates a simple
experimental proposal for the verification of vacuum
entanglement in a cavity system. Indeed, we discuss
how the act of slamming down a mirror may represent a
very effective method of harvesting the vacuum entangle-
ment. We finished by briefly discussing some preliminary
experimental prospects for the laboratory realization of this
proposal.
In addition to working towards an experimental reali-
zation, there are many shorter-term, theoretical questions in
regards to this scenario that can be the subject of future
projects. Such projects could include properly taking into
account a finite-time introduction of the mirror, computing
the response of a detector due to the burst of the particles
(and the subsequent entanglement harvesting), and extend-
ing the analysis into free space or higher dimensions.
Furthermore, the notion of quickly introducing a mirror and
the resulting excitations may in fact have strong connec-
tions to quantum black hole physics, such as holography
[39] and firewalls [40]. An extended study of how our work
relates to these areas may be the subject of future research.
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APPENDIX A: CRASH COURSE IN GAUSSIAN
QUANTUM MECHANICS
Here we very quickly review the concepts from Gaussian
quantum mechanics that are required to understand the
material in the main text. We do not attempt to justify or
derive anything here. Everything that is presented (and
much more) can be found in the current literature, for
example [16].
Let us deal with a system of N continuous-variable
bosonic modes (e.g. harmonic oscillators, or modes of a
field). Let the annihilation and creation operators of mode
m be aˆm and aˆ
†
m, respectively. We can then define the
internal position and momentum quadrature operators of
this mode to be the canonically conjugate, Hermitian pair
qˆm ≡ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðaˆm þ aˆ†mÞ; pˆm ≡ iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ða†m − amÞ: ðA1Þ
For notational convenience we will arrange these operators
into the vector xˆ ¼ ðqˆ1; pˆ1; qˆ2; pˆ2;…; qˆN; pˆNÞT, with the
m’th entry of this vector labeled xˆm. In this notation the
canonical commutation relations take the form
½xˆm; xˆn ¼ iΩmn; ðA2Þ
where Ωmn are the entries of a matrix called the symplectic
form, which is given by
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Ω ¼ ⨁
N
m¼1

0 1
−1 0

: ðA3Þ
The state ρˆ of our system is said to be Gaussian if
its corresponding Wigner function is Gaussian over
phase space. Equivalently, the state is fully characterized
by the first and second moments, hxˆmi ¼ TrðρˆxˆmÞ and
hxˆmxˆni ¼ TrðρˆxˆmxˆnÞ. In this work we only need to consider
states that have zero mean (i.e. zero first moments). In this
case only the second moments are required. Thus, rather
than using the density operator to characterize the state we
instead use the 2N × 2N covariance matrix σ, the entries
of which are defined to be
σmn ¼ hxˆmxˆn þ xˆnxˆmi: ðA4Þ
We use this matrix to fully characterize the state.
We can decompose the covariance matrix in 2 × 2
blocks:
σ ¼
0
BB@
σ11 σ12   
σT21 σ22   
..
. ..
. . .
.
1
CCA: ðA5Þ
Here the matrix σmm is in fact the covariance matrix
(i.e. reduced state) of mode m. Similarly, σmn contains
information about the correlations (e.g. entanglement)
between modes m and n, which are completely uncorre-
lated (i.e. in a product state) if σmn ¼ 0. Taking a partial
trace within the covariance matrix formalism is entirely
trivial; for example, the reduced state of the first two modes
is simply the upper-left 4 × 4 block of σ.
An important example of a Gaussian state is the
ground (vacuum) state of the free Hamiltonian
Hˆ ¼PNm¼1 ωmaˆ†maˆm. For this state the covariance matrix
is straightforwardly seen to be given by the identity:
σvac ¼ I.
In general, unitary transformations Uˆ in the Hilbert space
that are generated by quadratic Hamiltonians preserve
Gaussianity. Such transformations are represented by a
symplectic transformation S in the phase space. Namely,
such a quadratically generated Uˆ transforms the elements
xˆm to a new set of quadratures xˆ0 ¼ Uˆ†xˆ Uˆ r such that
the new quadratures are a linear combination of the old:
xˆ0 ¼ Sxˆ, where in order to preserve the canonical com-
mutation relations the matrix S must be symplectic,
SΩST ¼ STΩS ¼ Ω: ðA6Þ
In addition, a matrix must be square in order to be
considered symplectic, meaning that it transforms N modes
to N modes. It is easily seen that on the level of the
covariance matrix this transformation takes the form
σ → σ0 ¼ SσST: ðA7Þ
An important characterization of a given Gaussian state
is its symplectic spectrum. Every N-mode Gaussian state σ
has N symplectic eigenvalues fνmg, which are invariant
under symplectic transformations. The covariance matrix is
symplectically diagonalizable, meaning that there exists a
symplectic matrix S which brings the state to a diagonal
form given by SσST ¼ D ¼ diagðν1; ν1; ν2; ν2;…; νN; νNÞ.
This diagonalized form is also known as the Williamson
normal form of the state. We note, for example, that the
vacuum state σvac ¼ I is already in its Williamson normal
form, and that all of its symplectic eigenvalues are equal
to unity. Note that the symplectic eigenvalues of σ are not
the same as its regular eigenvalues.
The symplectic eigenvalues of a state must always be
larger than or equal to unity: νm ≥ 1 ∀m. This is simply a
statement of the uncertainty principle, which is saturated if
all symplectic eigenvalues are equal to unity. The sym-
plectic spectrum also specifies the mixedness of a Gaussian
state: such a state is pure if all symplectic eigenvalues are
equal to unity. That is, a pure Gaussian state saturates the
uncertainty principle. Any uncertainty in the state beyond
this must be caused by classical uncertainty, i.e. mixedness.
An informationally rigorous measure of mixedness, the von
Neumann entropy SðσÞ of the state, can be computed from
the symplectic eigenvalues via
SðσÞ ¼
XN
m¼1
fðνmÞ; ðA8Þ
where
fðxÞ ¼ xþ 1
2
log

xþ 1
2

−
x − 1
2
log

x − 1
2

: ðA9Þ
The entropy is zero for a pure state, when νm ¼ 1 for all m.
The easiest way to compute the symplectic eigenvalues
of a state (if one does not care about the diagonalizing
transformation) is to compute the regular eigenvalues of the
matrix iΩσ, which come in pairs of fνmg. There are
situations, however, in which one would also like to
compute the diagonalizing symplectic transformation itself.
The method of doing this is provided in Appendix B. Of
particular importance for us is the joint, local diagonaliza-
tion of a bipartite, pure state. Imagine that we split our set of
modes into two groups, A and B. The joint state can then be
decomposed as
σ ¼

σA γ
γT σB

; ðA10Þ
where σA and σB are the reduced states for groups A and B,
respectively, and γ contains the correlations between the
two groups. Let us assume that the global state is pure. That
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is, we assume that the symplectic eigenvalues νm of σ are
all equal to unity. This does not mean, however, that the
symplectic eigenvalues of σA and σB are all equal to unity;
indeed they will not be if the bipartitions are entangled.
Let us label the “local” symplectic eigenvalues of these
reduced states as νðAÞm and ν
ðBÞ
m . Because σ is pure these two
spectrums will in fact be equivalent (with the larger of the
two systems having extra symplectic eigenvalues equal to
unity); this is equivalent to the fact that the standard local
spectrums of reduced density operators in a pure bipartition
are equal. Let SA be the local symplectic transformation
that diagonalizes σA, and similarly we have SB. Let us then
apply these local transformations to our state by acting on σ
with the joint transformation SA ⊕ SB:
ðSA ⊕ SBÞσðSA ⊕ SBÞT ¼

DA γD
γTD DB

: ðA11Þ
The reduced states have now been put into their Williamson
normal forms. Because this is a purely local operation the
entanglement between the two sides has not been modified.
Importantly, if the global state is pure then this trans-
formation produces a correlation matrix γD that is diagonal
as well [16]. This is analogous to the Hilbert space Schmidt
decomposition of a pure, bipartite state. In the literature on
Gaussian quantum mechanics such a covariance matrix is
said to be in standard form. The fact that γD is diagonal
means that in this locally transformed basis we obtain a
product of pure, two-mode states. That is, each pair is
uncorrelated with any others. Generally each such pair of
modes will be entangled (in particular, they will be in a
two-mode squeezed state). Performing this local symplectic
diagonalization is, therefore, a method of isolating the
entanglement between A and B into simple pairs of modes
(rather than the entanglement between a given mode in A
and the rest of the system being spread across multiple
modes in both A and B).
In the case that σ is mixed we unfortunately cannot
perform the same feat. We can, of course, still locally
diagonalize the reduced systems. This removes any mode-
mode correlation within A and B themselves. However, in
this case the resulting correlation matrix γD will not
generally be diagonal, meaning that we can still have a
given mode in A being correlated with multiple modes in B,
and vice versa.
Lastly, we wish to have a measure of entanglement in
Gaussian states. In the case of a globally pure state the
entanglement across a bipartition is simply the entropy,
Eq. (A8), of either of the two reduced states. In the case in
which the state is globally mixed, on the other hand, one
can use the logarithmic negativity EN [16,25]. For bipartite
Gaussian states a nonzero value of EN is a necessary and
sufficient condition for nonseparability [41]. For a two-
mode Gaussian state with covariance matrix
σtwo mode ¼

σ11 σ12
σT21 σ22

ðA12Þ
the logarithmic negativity between the modes is given by
EN ¼ maxð0;− log zÞ; ðA13Þ
where
2z2 ¼ Δ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δ2 − 4 det σtwo mode
q
; ðA14Þ
and where Δ ¼ det σ11 þ det σ22 − 2 det σ12.
APPENDIX B: SYMPLECTIC
DIAGONALIZATION
Here we describe the method of symplectically diagonal-
izing a covariance matrix, i.e. putting it into its Williamson
normal form. To do this it is easier to work in a reordered
phase space basis in which the q’s are packaged together
and similarly for the p’s: xˆ ¼ ðqˆ1; qˆ2;…; pˆ1; pˆ2;…Þ. In
this basis the reduced covariance matrix of Eq. (38), for
example, takes a block form
σ ¼

σðQÞ 0
0 σðPÞ

; ðB1Þ
where the entries of these blocks, σðQÞmn and σ
ðPÞ
mn , are given
by the upper left and lower right entries of σmn in Eq. (39),
respectively. The off-diagonal blocks of Eq. (B1) are zero
due to the fact that the Bogoliubov transformation to the
local basis is purely real. This circumstance in fact makes it
considerably easier to symplectically diagonalize σ, and
here we will only cover this case.
Note that in the new basis ordering the symplectic form
is given by
Ω ¼

0 I
−I 0

: ðB2Þ
Also in this basis the Williamson normal (symplectically
diagonalized) form of a covariance matrix is given by
D ¼ ν ⊕ ν, where ν ¼ diagðν1; ν2;…Þ contains the sym-
plectic eigenvalues.
We would like to find the symplectic transformation ~S
that achieves this transformation. Specifically we will let
~STðν ⊕ νÞ ~S ¼ σ. To this end, we will make an ansatz and
then prove that it is the correct choice. Let us define a
matrix A≡ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃσðQÞp ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃσðPÞp . We claim that the symplectic
eigenvalues fνmg of σ are given by the singular values ofA.
That is, there are orthogonal matrices O1 and O2 such that
A ¼ OT1 νO2: ðB3Þ
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Let us take these and form another orthogonal matrix given
by their direct sum O≡O1 ⊕ O2. We now claim that the
symplectic matrix ~S that diagonalizes σ is given by
~S ¼ ðν ⊕ νÞ−1=2Oσ1=2: ðB4Þ
Clearly from this definition it is true that ~STðν ⊕ νÞ ~S ¼ σ,
since O is orthogonal. However, is the following symplec-
tic: ~SΩ ~ST ¼ Ω? By expanding the left-hand side of this
equation, it is straightforward to see that the transformation
will be symplectic if O1AOT2 ¼ ν, which is equivalent
to Eq. (B3).
Thus, finding the symplectic diagonalization is equiv-
alent to finding the singular value decomposition
of the matrix A, which is easily done numerically.
Note that to go from the matrix σ to ν ⊕ ν in the sense
of SDσSTD ¼ ν ⊕ ν, the correct transformation will
be SD ¼ ð ~STÞ−1 ¼ ðν ⊕ νÞ1=2Oσ−1=2.
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